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QUESTION 1

A host has three dual-port network cards. What is the maximum number of vSwitches that can be integrated with the
physical network, assuming that network redundancy is not a requirement? 

A. 3 

B. 6 

C. 256 

D. 512 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Operational testing ____________. 

A. provides an acceptable user experience and meets or exceeds expectations from all stakeholders 

B. verifies that scripts work 

C. ensures C-level sign-off of the project 

D. ensures that hardware passes stress tests 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

An downstream relationship is a logical object or component that has a dependency on other items in a solution. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

An entity relationship diagram shows the physical attributes of a solution. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 5

You are working on a virtual guest design for the deployment of a critical business application. The software vendor has
provided you with detailed application requirements for the projected workloads. Which of the following scaling
approaches does this describe? 

A. Adaptive 

B. Predictive 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

Which of the following are the infrastructure qualities? 

A. Availability, manageability, best practices, scalability, backup 

B. Availability, manageability, performance, recoverability, security 

C. CPU, memory, network, storage 

D. Management, virtual machine, compute, network, storage 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

A(n) _____________ is an item that is taken to be true in the design phases but has not been tested prior to execution. 

A. requirement 

B. constraint 

C. assumption 

D. risk 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

Design choices are normally _____________. 

A. justified to the business and project team 

B. presented in a vendor-based best practice 

C. presented in a business-led project requirement 
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D. all of these are correct 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

VMware HA in vSphere 5.0 cannot survive more than five primary host failures. Thus, hosts should be physically placed
in different racks, where possible, to avoid substantial impact. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

Which metric displays the amount of time, in milliseconds, it takes for a virtual CPU to get processing time on a physical
CPU? 

A. CPU Wait 

B. Ballooning 

C. CPU Ready 

D. pCPU 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

A ____________ is an iterative process used to define a technical solution. 

A. constraint 

B. best practice 

C. logical design 

D. design methodology 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

You are designing a VMware HA cluster. Due to project requirements, it has been agreed that the admission control
policy is based on the number of host failures tolerated per cluster. However, because there are a number of small web
servers and one large database server with large reservations, the slot size has been manually configured. What is the
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impact of this configuration? 

A. DRS will not automatically defragment the resources in the event of a failure. 

B. DRS will automatically defragment the resources in the event of a failure. 

C. DPM cannot be used in this configuration. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13

vCenter Server Linked mode allows you to view up to 10 vCenter Servers in a single window. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 14

You are a technical consultant designing a solution for an online retail company. The project vision is to deploy a hybrid
cloud, with the internal team developing the website on internal infrastructure and migrating production-ready
applications 

to a hosting provider. The project is expected to ease deployment and require less infrastructure capital
expenditure--without lowering application quality. 

Which of the following is a risk to the project? 

A. The solution must adhere to ISO 27001. 

B. Change control of the hosting vCloud platform is not under full control of the internal business. 

C. The hosting provider outsources the platform support to the platform vendor. 

D. The applications to be deployed on the production hosts are not fully developed, although a beta exists. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

You are a VMware architect designing a solution for a client with an existing site who wishes to build a disaster recovery
site. The operations manager has presented some information in the kickoff meeting. The company has 1,000 VMs,
and 

the average VM has the following specs: 

18 GB memory 
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2 vCPU 

100 GB 

The company already has an existing vendor relationship with a hardware vendor and would like to keep the existing
storage solution roadmap in place. The following requirements are stated: 

RTO: 15 minutes 

RPO: 15 minutes 

Uptime: 99.99% 

The existing vendor relationship is a ______________. 

A. risk to the project 

B. constraint 

C. vision 

Correct Answer: B 
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